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SuperRCA Work Flow:
1. DNA extraction from biological materials. SuperRCA assay is compatible 
with all kinds of DNA extraction methods and DNA samples from different 
tissue origin, e.g intact DNA samples from PMBC/Bone Marrow/Tissue 
samples, cfDNA sample from Plasma/EVs/other body fluids.

2. The SuperRCA assay is configured to be able to detect multiple 
mutations using single portion DNA input. In the paraplex setup, after the 
initial PCR based library prep, each well in a 96 well PCR plate 
accommodates a dedicated mutation detection reaction. The reaction 
proceed according to a programed serial solution addition protocol to 
convert the sequence of interest into fluorescent DNA particles. The 
fluorescent signal on the DNA particle reflects the mutation status present 
in the initial sequence of interest. The assay can be operated on a standard 
thermo incubator with manual pipetting or can be fully automated by 
combining pipetting robot and automated thermo incubators.

3. The SuperRCA DNA particle quantification. The 96 well PCR plates 
containing the superRCA DNA particles is transferred from the thermo 
incubator and analyzed automatically in the flow cytometer if there is a 
plate reader function coupled to the flow. 

Figure 2: Analysis of four-fold serial dilutions of genomic 

DNA from cells with IDH2 p.R172K point mutation using 

the SuperRCA procedure or ddPCR. Genomic DNA 

samples with mutant genomic DNA serially diluted in 

wildtype genomic DNA were each divided into two 

portions and analyzed with the SuperRCA or ddPCR 

assays. 330 ng DNA, corresponding to 100,000 human 

haploid genomes, were analyzed per sample for the 

SuperRCA assay, while 66 ng, or 20,000 human haploid 

genome equivalents, were used for ddPCR, according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. Each data point was 

calculated as means of three biological replicates, the 

limit of detection (LoD) for ddPCR and SuperRCA assay 

for each analyte was calculated respectively (𝐿𝑜𝐷=

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)+3×𝑆𝐷(𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)) and presented in the 

figures with dash lines. * Unpublished Data.

Figure 3: UPN126 was diagnosed with primary myelofibrosis two years prior to AML diagnosis. 

The bone marrow sample at AML diagnosis (day 0) revealed high levels of the IDH2 p.R140Q 

mutation as recorded via NGS, SuperRCA and ddPCR. Retrospective analysis of the initial bone 

marrow sample in the myelofibrosis stage was negative for the IDH2 p.R140Q mutation by 

SuperRCA and ddPCR assays. SCT was performed on day 139, at which point considerable levels 

of the mutation remained. The IDH2 p.R140Q mutation was detected at low levels by the 

SuperRCA assay approximately three months post SCT, whereas ddPCR failed to identify the 

detectable levels of the mutation at that timepoint. All subsequent samples have been negative in 

blood and bone marrow by SuperRCA and ddPCR analysis, indicating a complete remission. * 

Unpublished data.

- A Flow Cytometer based Approach -
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